Hej Let's Create!
Pippi Longstocking Braids

Step 1
First, gather the supplies you need. You will need orange yarn, two orange pipe cleaners, a headband and scissors.

Step 2
Cut out six pieces of yarn, a bit longer than the pipe cleaner.

Step 3
Attach the two pipe cleaners to the headband by twisting them slightly around. Tie or use the pipe cleaner by twisting to secure three pieces of yard to one pipe cleaner.

Step 4
Braid the three pieces of yarn together, including the pipe cleaner in the braid.

Step 5
When you get to the bottom of the pipe cleaner, tie off or twist the yarn and pipe cleaner to secure the ends.

Step 6
Hooray! You just made braids just like Pippi Longstocking's! Now you are ready to walk backwards or clean your floor with brushes attached to your feet, just like Pippi!

Hej! Find more fun at www.asimn.org/programs-education/youth-and-family-programs
Share your creation on Instagram and tag @amswedinstitute